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QP Code: 6320  

(3 Hours) 	 [ Total Marks :80 
N.B. : (1) Question no. 1 is compulsory. 

(2) Solve any three questions from remaining five questions. 
(3) In all four questions to be attempted. 
(4) Figures to the right indicate full marks. 

	

1. (a) 	The first five points of eight point DFT of real valued signal are 	2 
10.25, 0.125 -j0.3018, 0, 0.125-j0.0150, 0). Determine the remaining three 
points. 

(b) Sketch the frequency response and identify the following filters 
on their passband 

	

6) 	b(n)={1,--1 
2 	 K(Z)9-)  

C 
z-I —a  11(z)— 	 

\A- 

(c) What is multirate DSF? State its applications 
(d) An analog filter has transfer function 

Ws) = 
S+0.1  

(S+0.1y +16 
c• • 

KR  

Determine transfer function of digital\fulter using bilinear transformation. 
nO 

The digital filter should have a sSeification of ca r  = 

	

2. (a) 	Compute DFT of sequenc(n) =(1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0) using DIT-FFT 10 

• algorithm. 

	

(b) 	Explain the effects ofiityefficients quantization in FIR filters. 	10 

	

3. (a) 	Implement a twq,sTage decimatior for the following specification: 	,10 
Sampling ratof the input signal = 20,000Hz, 
Decimatinpctor M = 100, 
Passban0 0 to 40Hz, 
Passba1 /4a ripple = 0.01, 
Tr Rsition band = 40 to 50Hz, 
S band ripple = 0.002 

	

(b) 	•• (i) 	If x(n) ={ 1 + 2j, 3 +4j, 5+6j, 7+8j}. Find DFT X(k) using DIF- 10 
c • 	FFT algorithm. 
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5! (a) 
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Explain upsampling process in detail and derive for input-output relationship 10 

	

in time domain and frequency domain. 	. 	 0 
0 

Obtain oascade and parallel realization structures for the system described 10 ON,  

by y(n) = -0.1y(n-I) + 0.72y(n-2) + 0.7 x(n) -0.252 x(n-1)  
Q,C) 

Design a MR digital filter using window method for following specification00 

41'1= e-"w 0 5Ical5 
3n 	 AS' 

	

4 	
J 

'. 
= 0 	otherwise 	

--\c-) 
Use Hamming window of length 7 

	

(b) 	Design a digital low pass BR Butterworth filter for the follow,1 
Passband ripple 	: 	<1 dB  

ox Passband edge 	: 	4 ICHz 
c-- 

Stopband attenuation : 	40 dB 

Stop edge 	 8 ICHz 	' 

Sampling Rate 	 2419-IZ 

Use bilinear transformation 	.Ncli 
b.  

	

6. (a) 	Write a short note on: 	- 	4 
i:7 	 10 

(i) Dual tone multi frequeq$signal detection 

(ii) Different methods focaital signal synthesis 

(b) 	Determine the zeros of theN(011owing FIR systems and indicate whether 10 

the system is minimum 	se, maximum phase or mixed phase. 

(i) Hi(z)=6+1`4*-2  

(ii) 11.2(z) = 1..,
) 	

6r2  
.,- c  

(iii) I-13(z) ;; 1----z-' _-1-f2  

(iv) 4-4(z) = 1- -5i-rt  --}z-' 
4-- e'. 	Comment on stability of minimum and maximum phase system 

s: 
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